Cortevo
A CloudThat Success Story
Case Study-An Educational Technology Enabler
for Schools Automates 1000+ User Creation with
CloudThat’s AWS DevOps Solution

What to expect from this
Case Study?
The Cortevo team had a pivotal requirement to automate
their existing manual user creation process and ensure highly
available, automated, dynamic, secure, and robust cloud
infrastructure through best DevOps practices.
Cortevo was able to realize its need to automate the user profile
creation process on Active Directory without human intervention
by embracing the automation solution offered by CloudThat.

About Cortevo
Cortevo works closely with educational institutions of different shapes and
sizes to help them with the technology tools required in the educational space
for accomplishing their goals.
They make it possible with a formidable team of seasoned experts addressing
the technology needs of educational organizations.

About CloudThat
CloudThat is a renowned name in cloud consulting & training services since
2012. We have a global presence serving clients from 28+ countries. As an
AWS Advanced Consulting Partner, we have helped small, medium, and big
organizations to migrate to the cloud and reap the benefits of cloud adoption.  

The voice of our happy client

“CloudThat consistently provides expert
guidance when it comes to leveraging AWS
technologies to provide novel solutions to
challenging problems. Our solution architecture is much more robust and secure
given their input and creative utilization of
AWS technologies. Highly recommended.”
Casey, CEO, Cortevo
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Cortevo’s Assessment
Our experts conducted a detailed analysis of the client’s requirements, existing IT landscape, software
checklist, and risks. Experts proposed serverless architecture using AWS Lambda. AWS Lambda uses
PowerShell Script to create users based on client configuration files automatically. Centralized and
secure object storage using S3. We recommended Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery
using CI/CD for faster release of the application and NoSQL database solution using DynamoDB. The
application and the Data security maintained on the AWS infrastructure using the encryption features
available on AWS S3, DynamoDB, Lambda, and ACM certificates were employed to secure network
communication over the Internet and the private network with measures to encrypt all the credentials
before storing them into the DynamoDB.

The CloudThat
Solution
Our dedicated team of Cloud and DevOps practitioners proposed a
wide array of solutions to accomplish the desired results by reducing downtime, efficient cost optimization, deployment of highly
secure and scalable serverless solutions through automation. In
addition, our DevOps team worked closely with Coretvo’s development team to ensure that DevOps best practices for deploying new
applications on AWS infrastructure. Furthermore, our team collaborated with their DevOps team to restrict the roles and responsibilities of the team members based on their expertise to complete the
tasks efficiently and within the deadline. Precisely, the tasks were
divided into different domains:
•

Infrastructure monitoring and observability, security,
networking, and CI/CD Pipelines.

•

The restructured DevOps team was employed by assigning
Architects, Developers, and Cloud Engineers roles.

•

Each role was assigned specific tasks to manage infrastructure
with sprint planning, source code check-in, and for deploying
through CodePipeline.

Here is a list of tasks accomplished as part of our proposed solution
•

Establishing secured connectivity between AWS and on-premises Active Directories.

•

We designed a highly scalable serverless solution for several types of customer traffic.

•

Implemented on-premises Active Directory users from AWS Lambda-a serverless solution.

•

Customer-friendly multiple approaches for creating the Active Directory users and One login user.

•

Dynamic rules engine development for different customer configurations.

•

Storing and retrieving the user details in the NoSQL DB solution with autoscaling.

Third Party Technologies Used
A Bitbucket is a cloud-based Git repository designed for professional teams to store and manage the source
code and track and control the changes to the code. It has various features like pipelines for continuous delivery, code review, comments, access control, workflow control, pull requests, Jira integration, etc. Bitbucket
repository and AWS CodeBuild integration as a source provider for automating the deployment using AWS
CodeBuild and CodePipeline.

It is a customizable web and mobile app platform for project management, tracking projects, deadlines, and
team collaboration.

PowerShell is a cross-platform task automation solution of command-line shell, scripting language,
and configuration management framework. Windows, Linux, macOS support it. The PowerShell commands and AWS Lambda functions play a critical role in creating users automatically on the Active
Directory.

A pywinrm is a python client for Windows Remote Management (WinRM) service. It allows us to invoke
commands on target windows machine from any machine that can run python. The pywinrm dependencies are added to lambda function using a Lambda Layers.
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We have deployed a highly available and
scalable Serverless infrastructure on AWS.
Employed AWS VPC to build a secure
infrastructure for development and
production environments.
Utilized AWS Lambda Function-as-a-Service
to develop and manage application
functionalities. Deploying the AWS Lambda
functions under custom VPC.
Used AWS S3 as an object store to store the
source and processed objects.
mplemented a solution to access S3 bucket
objects only from the resources under the
same VPC using VPC Endpoints.
Used PowerShell, a cross-platform task
automation solution made up of commands
to create Active Directory users from AWS
Lambda.
Dynamic Rules engine using python to decide
on creating the username and password on
Active Directory based on the configurations
of multiple clients.
Utilized one Login APIs to create one login
users from AWS Lambda.
Established the connection between AWS
Lambda and On-premises Active directory
using WinRM session.
Active Directory user creation by multiple
approaches as per the customer requirement.
Implementing the scalable and flexible email
solutions for the customer to send the
required credentials using AWS SES.
REST API solution to access processed
objects in the S3 buckets through custom
domains using AWS API gateway.
Provided a key-value, NoSQL database
solution for storing the user details using
AWS DynamoDB that delivers a single-digit
millisecond performance with built-in security.
Employed Bitbucket as the source code
repository.
Continuous Integration and Continuous
Delivery implementation is in place with
Bitbucket, AWS Code Build, AWS Code
Pipeline ensuring faster deployments.

The Success Saga: Metrics Speak
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Manual Processing

Automated

Our Expertise
CloudThat is an authorized AWS PartnerDevOps Services Competency with this
partnership we enable our clients with
automation, continuous integration &
continuous delivery (CI/CD), provide the
best security measures, implement
containerization services all these blended
with AI and ML DevOps culture.
Led by Bhavesh Goswami, Founder & CEO,
with rich experience of implementing
challenging projects for Amazon and
Microsoft organizations prior to his
entrepreneurial journey. We are driven
by a 150+ cloud-agnostic and tech-heavy
strong team facilitating organizations to
accelerate cloud adoption.

Why You Should Choose CloudThat Consulting Services
We are a House of All-Encompassing IT Services on the Cloud - We offer vivid consulting services like:
Multi-Cloud Security & Compliance, Cloud Enablement Services, Cloud-Native Application Development,
OTT-Video Tech Delivery Services, and System Integration Services to 100+ happy clients across the globe.
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Our Industry Partnerships

Thank you for exploring this Case Study with us.
Stay tuned for cloud solutions offered by CloudThat.
Are you eager to be recognized as DevOps practices driven organization?
Why Procrastinate, Connect with us Now…
consulting@cloudthat.com
+91-8880002200
https://www.cloudthat.com/consulting/

